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Abstract

The Open Source Software (OSS) development movement is a classic example of a social network;

it is also a prototype of a complex evolving network. By continuously collecting developers and projects

information from SourceForge for two years, we have sufficiant data to infer the dynamic and the struc-

tural mechanisms that govern the evolution and topology of this complex system. We use this informa-

tion in three steps. First, we analyse the empirical data we get from SourceForge to get statistics of the

OSS developer social network. Thus we can get the evolution parameters about the network. Second,

we generate a model to depict the evolution of this network. Finally we simulate the evolution of the

OSS developer complex network using Java/Swarm and tune the simulation to match the real data. In

simulation, we used several different model to find the best fit model for real data in an iterative fashion.

These models include random network, scale-free network and scale-free network with constant fitness.

Also we verified the model we proposed in the simulation iterations.

1 Introduction

Open source1 software, usually created by volunteer programmers dispersed worldwide, now competes

with that developed by commercial software firms. This is due in part because closed-source proprietary

software has associated risks to users. These risks may be summarized as systems taking too long to develop,

costing too much and not working very well when delivered. Open source software offers an opportunity
1“Open source” is a certification mark owned by the Open Source Initiative(http://www.opensource.org)
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to surmount those disadvantage of proprietary software. SourceForge2 is one of the most famous OSS

hosting web sites, which offer features like bug tracking, project management, forum service, mailing list

distribution, CVS and more. It has more than eighty thousands developers and fifty thousands projects right

now. It is a good sample of the OSS community to study the underlying mechanisms of OSS communities.

The collaboration relationships between the developers in the OSS community are focus of our study.

These relationships can be studied if we look them as a network. Scientists and mathematicians have been

dealing with these complex networks for some time. Different from the traditional network computer sci-

entists studied, randomness is dominant in this kind of network, since there is no centralized control of the

construction and evolution of the network, every node in the network will determine what nodes to con-

nect by itself based on the local knowledge it has. In this paper, we will discuss these network models for

the complex networks, including “random network theory”(proposed by Erdös and Rényi), “Small world

networks”(proposed by Watts and Strongatz) to “Scale-free networks”(proposed by Albert and Barabási).

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Section II will discuss the model we generated to

depict the SourceForge community. Section III will discuss the simulation we build for the SourceForge

community and the verification and validation of the simulation. Finally, we will give a conclusion of our

work in section IV.

2 Modeling

Our collaboration network of SourceForge is different from others considering the existence of detachment,

which means the edge is not permenant and can be removed some time. The traditional models are all based

on permenant links and can not depict our collaboration network. So we will propose a new model for

SF collaboration network. We knew that the colloaboration network is rooted in the bipartite graph with

two kinds of entities – developer and project. And if we model the network evolution from bipartite graph,

we are able to include the detachment in the model easily. So we proposed a model for the collaboration

network based on the bipartite graph.

The model for simulation is like a procedure definition. In our simulation, there will be two kinds of

entities – developer and project. developer as the active role in real SourceForge network will also be the

active entity in our model. Our simulation is time based simulation, which means that every agents in the

simulation is triggered to act every time step. We define the time step in our model as one day in real world.

Every time step, there are given number of new developers, P (ND), added into the simulation. In our

model, the actual number of new developers every time step is random number generated by a normal dis-

tribution averaged at P (ND). Then every existed developers (“old” and new developers) in the simulation
2http://sourceforge.net
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will be triggered to act one by one. The procedure definitions for new developer and “old” developer are

different, which we will discuss separately.

• New developer. Every new developer will be triggered to act right after it is generated. There are two

possible actions for a new developer – creating or joining. Creating means that the developer will

create a new project and thus add a link from this developer to the new project. Joining means that

the developer will select an existed project according to preferential attachment, and thus a link from

this developer to the project will be added. P (CN) and P (JN) are the two parameters to control the

probability of action creating and action joining. The probability is fixed for new developer, which

means no developer preferential attachment for new developer. Since new developers are all same

with zero paticipated project. There is one exemption that the very first developer in the simulation

have to create a new project because there is no existed project in the system yet.

• “Old” developer. Every “old” developer will be triggered to act at every time step. There are four

possible actions for a “old” developer – creating, joining, abandoning and idling. Creating and joining

is similar to the definitions in the new developer. Abandoning means that the developer will abandon

a random selected project the developer paticipated. In real work, the abandoning should also have

preference, but we just use random selection in our simulation. Idling means that the developer will

do nothing, which is the major action a developer will take. P (CO), P (JO), P (AO) and P (IO) are

the four parameters to control the probability of action creating, joining, abandoning and idling. The

real probabilities a developer will choose a certain action is a function of the relative parameter and

the degree of the developer. This function depicts the presence of the developer preference.

3 Simulation

3.1 Experience Environment

out simulations were tested in the NOM cluster, which includes three simulation servers, three database

servers and one gateway machine. These machines are connected by a 100M LAN(Local Area Network).

The gateway is the only connection between the cluster LAN and the campus network and it will take the

responsibility of all the accesses from campus to the cluster. The simulation servers, which are designed to

be dedicated to simulations, are all dual PIII 650 with 1G memory. The database servers, which are designed

to be dedicated to database management, are also dual PIII 650 with 1G memory and 160G Harddisk. The

software environment of the NOM cluster is as follows: The simulation servers are Linux with 2.4.18 kernel.

And the database servers are Windows 2000 server with Oracle 9i. The simulation toolkits we used is Swarm

and the programming language is Java.
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework for agent-based modeling and simulation

3.2 Framework for simulation study

We proposed a conceptual framework for agent-based modeling and simulation, as shown in Figure 1.

We have three entities in the framework: empirical data collection, model and simulation. The model is

the process description that is implemented in simulation, and by which we can reproduce the evolution of

empirical data. The simulation is a method to verify and validate the model. We also have six relations in the

framework, each represents one kind of process in the framework. Characterization is a process to abstract

the characteristics of empirical data and to generate the rules and attributes in the model. Description is a

process to manifest the underlying mechanisms of the evolution of empirical data. Generation is a process to

build a simulation based on the given model. Adjustment is a process to modify the model according to the

feedback from verification process. Verification is a process testing the simulation’s behaviors by comparing

the simulation output with the empirical data and the designed model behaviors. Validation is a process of

interpolating or extrapolating the simulation output and comparing with the empirical data and its attributes

not used to define the model. Validation may add more rules or attributes into the model for prospective

improvement. The main goal of this kind of study is to get a “fit” model to describe the evolution of a

collaborative network by simulation iterations.

According to this framework, we will run the simulation in an iterative fashion. This means we will start

from a basic model and run a simulation based on this model, verify and validate this model according to

the empirical data, then adjust the model and related simulation parameters and run simulation again. We

will repeat the iterations until we get the “fit” model for the empirical data. In our study of SourceForge, we
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picked ER model as the basic model to start our iterations. Now we will explain the details of our simulation

iteration steps according to the model it used.

• Random network

We started from the ER model since it is the first well-known complex network model and the base of

the others. This model firstly included nonlinear dynamics displaying some surprising properties de-

rived from the presence of phase transitions. One of them is the existence of well-defined boundaries

separating order from disorder [?].

Randomness is the dominant factor in the ER model. In our simulation, the collaboration network is

based on the bipartite graph, where developer and project is relatively independent. This means that

randomness in our simulation will be two parts, developer randomness and project randomness.

For developer, the randomness is the randomness in action selection, which means that the action

selections by developer are just random according to given probabilities. According to the model de-

scription in last chapter, we have six simulation parameters, which are used to define the probabilities

of each possible action. These are P (CN), P (JN), P (CO), P (JO), P (AO) and P (IO). P (CN)

and P (JN) are used as the probabilities of action selections by new developers. For a new devel-

oper, there will be no other possible action except for creation and join, thus P (CN) + P (JN) = 1.

In order to match the simulation with the empirical data, we used the statistical average percent-

ages of these two actions among new developers from the empirical data for P (CN) and P (JN).

These two probabilities are initial values, we adjust them in latter iterations. The value of P (CN)

is set to be 0.67331, and the value of P (JN) is set to be 0.32668. For a “old” developer, there

will be four possible actions, which are creation, join, quit and idle. There also exists equation

like P (CO) + P (JO) + P (AO) + P (IO) = 1. By the same method, we will use the statisti-

cal average percentages of these action selections as the initial value. The results are as follows:

P (CO) = 0.018028, P (JO) = 0.005974, P (AO) = 0.0076881 and P (IO) = 0.96831. Thus,

the randomness in developer is implemented by random action selection based on fixed probabilities

given by these six simulation parameters.

For project, the randomness is in project selection. When a developer decides to pick a project to join,

there will be no preference, every project has the same probability to be picked. In our simulation, we

just maintain a project list of all existing project and let developer randomly pick one when he decided

to join a project.

• Scale-free network

Scale-free network model is also one of the models in our simulation iterations. This model can
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reproduce all the topological and statistical properties we observed in empirical data, especially the

power law in both developer distribution and project distribution. There are two major improvements

made in scale-free network: growth and preferential attachment. Growth is inherent property in our

simulation, so we just need to add preferential attachment in this model and related simulation.

In our model and simulation, preference will be in effect when a developer want to choose a action

(developer preference) and when a developer select a project to join (project preference). For project

preference, the probability a project will be selected is proportional to its degree. The probability of

project i being selected is defined as

P (i) =
αki∑

j∈AllProjects kj

(1)

For developer preference, the more projects the developer paticipated, the higher probability he will

take an action(create, join or abandon) instead of idle. So in our simulation, The degree the developer

already have is also one of the factors to determine the developer action probabilities. The actual

function to calculate these probabilities will also based on our statistical result from the empirical

data, which we will discuss in next section.

• Scale-free network with constant fitness

Fitness is an appended attribute proposed by Dr Barabási for Scale-free network model to depict the

phenomenon that young node may outrun old ones some time. We also implement scale-free with

constant fitness in our simulation iterations. We defined the fitness as a parameter ηi for every project

which does not change in time. Thus at every time a new project will be created, a new project j with

a fitness ηj is added to the system, where ηj is chosen from a distribution ρ(ηj). And the probability

of participating a project i is proportional to the degree and the fitness of project i,

∏

i

=
ηiki∑
j ηjkj

(2)

Theoretically the fitness distribution ρ(ηj) may be any distributions (like normal or exponential dis-

tribution). we used the simulation to verify the decaying function of fitness that we get from the

statistical analysis of the empirical data.

• Scale-free network with dynamic fitness

In last chapter, we already discovered several phenomenon that scale-free network with constant fit-

ness is not able to explain. We thus proposed a dynamic fitness factor in the scale-free network, which

means the fitness for every project will decay by time. We will use simulation to verify our proposal

in two aspects:
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1. Whether the scale-free network model with dynamic fitness can still keep the properties we have

for real networks, like power law distribution, high clustering coefficient and small diameter?

2. Whether the scale-free network model with dynamic fitness can make up the discrepancy be-

tween real network and scale-free network with constant fitness?

Also wee used the simulation to verify the decaying function of the dynamic fitness that we get from

the statistical analysis of the empirical data.

3.3 Evolution related analysis

During our simulation iterations. We used those well-studied properties, like average degree, degree distri-

bution, diameter and clustering coefficient, to verify the correctness of the models at every step. Also we

also used other properties to validate the models at every step. These properties used for validation are the

properties related to the evolution of the empirical data.

We will start our simulation iteration from ER model, this is not only for the theoretical reasons given

in last section but also for the practical reason for our simulation iteration.

1. All the other models we will iterated can be generated from ER model by simple modifications, so we

can repeat our simulation iterations smoothly if we started from ER model.

2. ER model is the most studied model. Almost all the measures we will use have been measured and

mathematically proved. Started from this model, we can verify the basic model infrastructure by

comparing the simulation results with theoretical results.

After running the simulation based on the ER model we described in last section, we have the simulation

output. Then we will use the well-studied properties to verify the ER model. The first property we inves-

tigated is the clustering coefficient. The clustering coefficient (CC) of the simulated ER model is shown in

Figure 2. We can see the clustering coefficient of ER model is below 0.24, which is much smaller than what

we see in the empirical data of SourceForge developer collaboration network (where CC ∼ 0.75). And it

diminishes quickly when the overall system size increase. The relation between clustering coefficient CC

and system size N is approximately

CC ∼ N−0.14 (3)

This observation is identical to the mathematical result of clustering coefficient of ER model, which proved

CC ∼ N−β , β is constant smaller then 1.

Before we investigate other well-studied properties, we investigate the cluster distribution first. The

cluster distribution of the simulated ER model is shown in Figure 3. The upper figure is the cluster distri-

bution with normal coordinates. There are one big cluster existing, which is proved to appear in ER model
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Figure 2: Clustering coefficient in ER

at some time in evolution. The process to generate this cluster is called percolation, which we discussed in

chapter II. The lower figure is the cluster distribution with log log coordinates. The linear polynomial fit is

quite strange due to the heavy tail. Without consideration the tail effect, the cluster distribution of ER model

has similar slope to the empirical data. This means ER model has similar characteristics with empirical data

in clustering distribution. This is the only property the ER model can match with the empirical data. And

every succeeding models can also match. So we will not include this property in discussions of succeeding

models. However, the related simulation results can still be found in Appendix A.

Diameter is another attribute calling ER model into question. The diameter result of the simulated ER

model is shown in Figure 4. In ER model, the average degree is decreasing by time while the diameter of

the network is increasing. This result can fit the mathematically proved function for diameter in ER model,

D ∼

log(N)

log(< k >)
(4)

From last chapter, we know that the average degree is increasing while diameter of the network is decreasing

in SourceForge developer collaboration network. The arbitrary value of the average degree of SourceForge

(which is over 7) is bigger than the average degree of ER model (which is below 6) while the value of

diameter of SourceForge (which is over 6) is also bigger than the diameter of the ER model (which is below

3).

Finally, we will investigate the degree distribution of ER model. The result of the simulated ER model

is shown in Figure 5. The upper two figures are developer distribution and project distribution in normal
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Figure 5: Developer and project distributions in ER model

coordinates. There are no power law in the distribution. Actually we can see a clear normal distribution

in the developer distribution, which is proved mathematically for ER model. And we also compared the

distributions with the distributions of empirical data in log log coordinates, which are shown in lower figures.

For empirical data, the developer and project distributions can all fit a straight line well, which is property

of power law distribution. In detail, the developer distribution can find a linear polynomial fit with slope of

-3.5311 and the standard deviation of 1.5639; the project distribution can find a linear polynomial fit with

slope -2.6781 and the standard deviation of 1.6281. The ER model has significant different distributions

from our SourceForce network. Also we can see that for project distribution, the maximal developers in a

single project is just 8, which is much less than the empirical data which is almost 100. This is because that

the projects have the same probabilities when being picked, then no project will have preference to obtain

significantly more developers. Anyway, we can confirm by our simulation that ER model is not the model

for SourceForge developer collaboration network.

BA model is the next step in our simulation iterations. BA model is the first complex network model

that catches all the topological characteristics of real network, especially the power law distribution.

Before we verify the BA model by simulation results, we will explain the parameters we used in the

simulation iterations. To be fair, all the simulation results listed here are all based on same simulation

parameters. These parameters include the daily new developer rate N(ND) and the six action probabilities

we discussed before in the model description. These parameters are originally set according to the statistics

of the empirical data. But we found the simulation cannot reproduce the empirical data with these “original”
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Figure 6: Developer and project distributions in BA model

parameters in iterations. So that we need to adjust these parameters and these adjustments are quite tricky

due to the dependence of these parameters. The parameters we used in the iterations are listed as follows:

1) N(ND) is random generated number averaged at 170 per day. 2) P (CN) and P (JN) are 0.1558 and

0.8442, which are same and fixed for all models. 3) P (CO), p(JO), P (AO) and P (IO) are 0.001885,

0.0058, 0.00375 and 0.988565. These parameters are the actual parameters used in ER model, where no

developer preference is applied. But actual parameters in BA or further models are varying, where developer

preference is applied. In these models with varying parameters, the four values we given are just the average

of the varying parameters.

To verify the BA model, we investigate the degree distribution first. Since BA model is the first to

reproduce the power law distribution. The developer and project distribution of our simulated BA model are

shown in Figure 6. In the figure, the upper two figures are the developer distribution and project distribution

in normal coordinates and the lower two figures are their distributions in log-log coordinates. In lower

figures, the “x” points are the distribution of empirical data and the solid line is its linear polynomial fit; the

“+” points are the distribution of simulated data and the dash line is its linear polynomial fit. We observed

that for the developer distribution, simulated data fits the empirical data quite well in both real point and the

polynomial fit; for the project distribution, the polynomial fit line is not fit well. The discrepancy between the

polynomial fit lines of simulated data and empirical data is only because of the tails. Without considerating

the heavy tail, we can also find it is a good match between empirical data and simulated data by inspecting

the real points.
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Then we will investigate the diameter and the clustering coefficient of simulated data based on BA

model. The results are shown in Figure 7. The diameter is around 7 and decreasing. The clustering coeffi-

cient is around 0.7 and decreasing. These values all match the empirical data well.

BA model is proved to be defective since its failure to explain the phenomenon of “Young project may

sometimes outrun old projects”. The next model we investigate is BA model with constant fitness. The

degree distribution of this model is already proved to be

P (k) ∼
k−C−1

ln(k)
(5)

where C is a constant parameter [?], which is a power law with logarithmic correction. We also proved

that this model has a power law distribution by simulation, the result is shown in Figure 8. And we proved

that the value and developing trend of diameter and clustering coefficient of this model match those of the

empirical data3.

Also at system level, BA model with constant fitness can match all the statistics of the empirical data,

which means simulated data from the BA model with constant fitness fits empirical data in every well-

studied properties, in other words that the BA model is verified to be a “fit” model. However we still find

the deficiency of the BA model with constant fitness by validation. The problem is that it failed to reproduce

the development of individuals (like developer or project) in the network. Following the same procedures

we investigating the developments of individual projects in Chapter III, we used the new project set in July
3The figures are included in Appendix A
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Figure 8: Degree distribution in BA model with constant fitness

2001(In our simulation, we reproduce the evolution of SourceForge developer collaboration network day

by day from January 2001 and this July 2001 is simulation time, which means six simulated months after

simulation started) and traced all the developments of these new projects. The average monthly increase is

just 0.1748. The increase rate is decreasing from 0.9613 to 0. The maximum of the monthly increases is just

5. Most important, the serrate pattern is dominant in the developments of individual project, which is rarely

found in the empirical data. These discrepancy is the problem of BA model with constant fitness.

To make up this discrepancy, we proposed a BA model with dynamic fitness. In our model, we define

the fitness decays linearly by month. Fitness is a non-negative integer, which means the fitness can be 0 but

no negative values. Every project will be allocate a random fitness when it is created by a developer, the

system-wide fitness distribution is a exponential distribution as

P (f) = λe−λf (6)

where λ is equal to 2. By simulation, we proved our model can also match all the statistics (degree distribu-

tion, diameter and clustering coefficient) of the empirical data4.

After analysis the simulation output of the BA model with dynamic fitness, we found that our model can

reproduce the similar network as BA model with constant fitness in sense of the attributes we investigated

in this thesis. Also we observed that the stationary state existed in the developing patterns of most projects

instead of the serrated patterns in BA model with constant fitness. Also the average monthly increase rate
4The related figures are included in Appendix A
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Figure 9: Developer and project distributions in partial BA model

of our model is slightly higher than that of the BA model with constant fitness. The diminishing tread and

maximal monthly increase rate of our model are similar to that of the BA model with constant fitness.

3.4 Simulation discussions

In our simulation iterations, we have several interesting observations which need for further discussions.

• Independence of developer distribution and project distribution

In the simulation iterations, we found the distribution of developer and the distribution of project are

loosely related. Actually, in our experience, these two distributions are independent to each other.

Figure 9 shows the degree distribution result of one of the simulation we have taken. This simulation

is identical to the simulation of BA model except that we didn’t apply developer preference in this

simulation. Then in the figure, we can still found significant power law in project distribution and the

project distribution is almost identical to the project distribution we have in Figure 6, which has both

developer reference and project reference. But the developer distribution in this simulation is normal

distribution, which is due to the randomness of developer action selection in this simulation (without

the developer preference). This developer distribution is different from the developer distribution in

BA model shown in Figure 6, which is significant power law. We have also found similar results in

other simulations.

This is because that our simulation is based on the bipartite graph. This structure separates the devel-
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oper group from the project group. Developer distribution is determined by the developer preference

and project is just abstractive object in action selection. So the project distribution or preference

will not interfere with the developer distribution. For the same reason, the developer distribution or

preference will not interfere with project distribution also. This independence of project and devel-

oper distributions lets us investigate the developer distribution and project distribution separately, thus

makes the network simpler to inspect.

• Fitness consideration

Fitness is a good patch for scale-free network model. The fitness can depict some exceptional phe-

nomena of the network evolution theoretically and practically. Theoretically, with the consideration

of fitness, the patched scale-free network model is proved to keep all the significant properties of the

original scale-free network model (power law distribution, high clustering coefficient, “small world”

phenomenon) while it can also explain the “Google” phenomenon, that young node (Google) can

sometimes outrun old one (Yahoo!). Practically, we can understand that in most of the complex net-

works, the nodes are not equally weighted, and the weight is not only based on age. Some node

may be more attractive even that they are new. This phenomenon can be easily discovered in many

complex system like metabolism and internet evolution.

Scale-free model with constant fitness proposed by A.L. Barabási describe the empirical data more

accurately using statistical attributes of the whole network, but not completely according to the indi-

vidual development patterns(e.g. life cycle of developer and project) of the existence of relatively long

period of stationary state. This is because that in a scale-free network with constant fitness, the node

with higher degree will always have higher preference, which is based on fitness and link counts, and

thus make its degree constantly increasing. According to this, we proposed a dynamic fitness factor to

be added to the scale-free network model. Dynamic fitness, implemented as an individual developer

or project life cycles with declining fitness over time, kept all the existing statistical attributes of BA

model and modeled the individual developer and project development patterns in the empirical data.

• Life cycle consideration

In our simulation iterations. Besides the macroscopic statistical properties, we also inspect the prop-

erties of individual entities by statistical analysis. Therefor we found that the development patterns of

both the developer and the project have life cycles. We will discuss them separately.

For developer, there are several stages in a developer’s life through out the SourceForge community.

The first stage is “debut”, the developer can only choose creating a project or joining a project. Then

the developer will go into “growing” stage, in which the developer will has possibilities to take all
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Figure 10: Developer action probabilities trend

four possible actions, but the idle action is dominant. With the number of projects the developer

paticipated increasing, the developer will have higher and higher probabilities of taking active actions

instead of idling. After that the developer will go into “mature” stage, where the probabilities of

three active actions are dominant. With the continuous increasing the probabilities of active actions

in “mature” stage, the developer will become more and more apathetical in creating new project.

This is the start of “stable” stage, in which joining action and abandoning action have the dominant

probability. In “stable” stage, the probability of abandon action will still increasing. Finally, when a

developer reaches a saturate state, the only action he will take is abandoning. This is the beginning

of the “regression” stage. We observed this kind of developer life cycle in empirical data and thus

designed the developer preference according to this life cycle behavior. The developments of the

relative percentages of the probabilities of these four actions in our simulation are shown in Figure 10.

Since our empirical data collection is not long enough, there are not enough information about the

status of developer after “regression” stage. Thus in our simulation, we suppose that the “regression”

stage is not the end of a developer’s “life”. The “regression” is just like a rollback of time, so that the

developer is able to back to other stages to keep the developer “alive”.

For project, there is also life cycle alike behavior in the project development. We have already know

the statistics of the project development about the empirical data in last chapter. In simulation, we

collected the same statistics (monthly data of new project in simulated July 2001) from the scale-free

network. The average monthly increase is also diminishing, but the arbitrary value of the monthly
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increase is approximate half of the empirical data and the maximum increases of every month are all

about half of the empirical data. The maximal monthly increase of empirical data is 13, meanwhile

the maximal monthly increase of BA model is just 5. But these discrepancies are all made up by

adding constant fitness in the model.

But there are still discrepancy in the individual project development between BA model with constant

fitness and empirical data. We found a common project development pattern in empirical data that it

will increase fast in the beginning few months then the increase rate will diminish and the project will

reach a stationary status for a period time, after that the size of the project will dramatically decrease.

This stationary period of time can be seem as the mature state of the project, which is important in

project development. But we cannot find this stationary state in any of the complex network from ER

model, BA model to BA model with constant fitness.All of the project development is made up with

size changing all the time. It is because the preference will not decrease, thus the size changing will

always exists. Dynamic fitness is able to fit the empirical data better by implicitly applying a upper

bound of project size.

• Network evolution hypothesis

Not only the individuals like developer and project have life cycle, the whole SourceForge developer

collaboration network may also have some life cycle alike evolution pattern. But we cannot may sure

of this due to the limitation of empirical data.

In our last chapter, we investigate the development trends of several statistics like average degree,

clustering coefficient, diameter and major cluster. The first three statistics are fuzzy and sensitive to

the temporary change in the network. But we can find clearly that the relative percentage of size of

the major cluster in the network is approaching a fixed percentage. We need more investigation to get

the exact relation between this development trend and the network.

4 Conclusion

4.1 Summary of our works

Open Source Software (OSS) development is a classic example and prototype of collaborative social net-

works. Based on the empirical data we collected from SourceForge over the last two years, we are able to

investigate the structure and the dynamical mechanisms that determine the topology and govern the evolu-

tion of such systems. SourceForge is the largest online collaboratory for open source software development

projects, hosting over 50 thousand projects and over 80 thousand developers. We used data on projects

and developers that were collected monthly start in January 2001. In this thesis, we analyze the empirical
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data we collected from SourceForge to obtain statistics and topological information of the OSS developer

collaboration network. We extract the parameters of the evolution by inspecting the network over time. We

generate a model that depicts the evolution of this collaboration network. Finally we use simulation to verify

and validate the model we proposed by comparing the simulation output with the properties we obtained by

statistical study of the empirical data.

In statistical study of the empirical data, we investigated not only the topological properties like degree

distribution, diameter and clustering coefficient, but also the evolution related properties like the developing

patterns of degree distribution, diameter and clustering coefficient. Though these investigations, we calcu-

lated all of these properties of the empirical data and compared with the properties of all existing models.

We observed that even the newest complex network – BA model with constant fitness cannot depict all the

existing properties of the SourceForge collaboration network, especially the developing patterns of the in-

dividuals (developer or project). Based on these observations, we proposed our model for the SourceForge

collaboration network, which is based on dynamic fitness and bipartite graph.

In simulation study of the model of SourceForge collaboration network, we proposed a framework for

modeling and simulation related study and apply this framework in our study of SourceForge collaboration

network. We used the statistics we extracted from empirical data as the simulation parameters and iterated

from ER model, BA model, BA model with constant fitness to BA model with dynamic fitness. Through

simulation, we verified all the properties in these models that proved by mathematical methods (degree

distribution) and proved the other properties that is difficult for mathematics to prove (diameter, clustering

coefficient and developing patterns). By comparing the simulation output with the empirical data, we get

the most “fit” model and related simulation parameter, which can reproduce all the investigated properties

in this thesis.

4.2 Limitation of our work

Our work was based on the empirical data we obtained from SourceForge. However this empirical data is

incomplete, because that 1) The SourceForge is still in progress, we can’t have a complete set empirical

data covering all the evolution of the collaboration network. 2) We don’t have the complete set of empir-

ical data of the past years (Empirical data for several months is not available in our empirical data). This

“incompleteness” property may inference the research result we have.

Although SourceForge is one of the biggest and most famous hosting site in the OSS community. This

is only a single case in the OSS community. It is improper to study the common topology and evolution of

OSS community by investigating a single case – SourceForge.

Simulation toolkits always have some default setting for some simulation parameters that user can not
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change. Thus using single simulation toolkits may also bring errors into the simulation output. Unfortu-

nately, we just used Swarm to run the simulation due to limited time. This may cause some imprecision in

the simulations.

In the simulation iterations, we found that the parameters we get from the statistics of the empirical data

is not exact fit in our simulation. Thus we need adjust these parameters according to the simulation results.

Unfortunately, these parameters(7 parameters) are dependent, it is really difficult to find good parameters by

naive “guess and try”. So we cannot guarantee the final simulation we have is the best we can have.

4.3 Future work

According to the limitations of our work, there may be several future works as follows:

• We need more complete empirical data for experience.

• We may analyze other famous OSS hosting site like Savannah using the same methods.

• We will migrate our simulations to Repast to verify the inference of simulation toolkits to the simula-

tion output.

• We will use more advanced method like operation research in tuning up the parameters to find the

best solution.
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